Abstract：With the increase of traffic flow, in order to improve capacity, the shape of the toll plaza, the size of the design has become particularly important, the toll plaza that can improve the capacity of toll booths, ease the congestion situation and reduce the traffic accident is more and more favored by builders. In response to the traffic situation of the New Jersey Expressway, we analyze the existing toll plaza, and on the basis of it, we design the shape of the toll plaza by establishing the mathematical model. In this model, we consider the three important factors of accident prevention, throughput and cost. We establish the safety evaluation model, the capacity model and the cost minimization model, and finally determine the shape and size of the toll plaza.Of course, we also conducted a simulation of the cellular automata and sensitivity analysis of our model to enhance the applicability of the model. Inevitably, there are many shortcomings in our model, in the end, we propose areas for improvement and future prospects.
Introduction
With the rapid growth of car ownership and the rapid arrival of motorized society, public expectations and demands for highway traffic services continue to rise, traffic congestion and security issues are increasingly being highly concerned about and gradually become a social problem.
With the gradual formation of the highway network, more and more nations such as China are building their own networks of superhighways, and they are turning to the tollbooth to foot the bill. But one undeniable drawback to tolling that is the bane of drivers and road builders alike: When traffic is thick, cars back up in line to get to the tollbooths, and after paying their tolls, drivers lose time scrambi-ng for position as the many lanes exiting the toll plaza merge together, returning the road to its original width.
In order to get rid of the long lines, it is common sense to provide as many tollbooths as possible will minimize the toll payment delay, but more tollbooths mean more merging and hence more congestion after the tolls are paid.And a new problem appeared. How drivers can safely merge lanes after paying toll. In this paper we will investigate the question of choosing a better construction program of the toll plaza to get an optimal balance between these two factors.
In doing so, we will analyze the situation from a qualitative point of view to determine what part of the problem we should try to model, what we should ignore, and what components of the system should follow the rules, and the establishment of a safety evaluation model of highway toll station. Then we will be able to apply some results such as queue theory ,cellular automata and so on, to derive a means of computing the performance level for a toll plaza given the number of initial lanes, number of tollbooths, safety factor and traffic flow level, from which we will be able to determine,giving a better construction program of the toll plaza. 
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where L = minimum length of taper in meters; S = posted or statutory approach speed in km/h; and W = offset distance in meters. 
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where L = minimum length of taper in feet; S = posted or statutory approach speed in mi/h; and W = offset distance in feet.
2.1.4.Transition Lengths
The transition lengths for a toll plaza are located on theapproach and the departure. The components of the design between the tapers and a toll plaza are the tangent queue area and the recovery zone, as shown in Fig. 1 
Queue Area
From the point of view of the arrival of toll station vehicle Should all arrive at the toll station vehicle [ ] 4 , from the beginning of the line charges to pay off the bills, once again, on the freeway, the total time spent as little as possible
The total elapsed time of vehicles at the toll station consists of two parts: (1) The average time delay by vehicles from the queue to pay ( ) q T n (2) After leaving the toll booth, at the height of the vehicle, waiting to enter into the driveway of the average time delay
While the total residence time of vehicles at the toll station:
From the point of view of the shortest residence time of expectation, the establishment of model: 
Recovery Zone
The recovery zone varied among various toll authorities and did not seem to directly relate to the approach speed of the roadway. In most cases, the recovery zone was equal to or less than the length used for the queue area. In the case of trucks and trailers, the length should be designed to double the normal case 
Based on the analysis of highway toll station security factors, taking into account the ease of data collection and the reliability of the results and toll station traffic flow characteristics, we select the toll square gradient rate(s), the service level of the toll station(V/C),and the slope of longitudinal gradient of toll plaza entrance (i) as the model parameters, and the number of toll stations in traffic accidents as a standard safety assessment model, the establishment of safety evaluation model of highway toll station by regression analysis of the data sample.So we will get:
Fig 2 model of design process
So we can describe the highway toll station based on highway traffic control parameters and traffic toll station traffic safety evaluation model is written as:
Y=F(X 1 ,X 2 ,X 3 ) (2.13) In the above formula, Y: the number of traffic accidents in toll stations X 1 : 1/s, L is the toll square gradient rate X 2 : V/C, the service level of the toll station X 3 : i, the slope of longitudinal gradient of toll plaza entrance F():mathematical expression In order to make the toll station security evaluation model not only satisfy the need of solving practical problems, but also make the solution method simple and practical, the model equation adopts linear expression:
.2.2 A Regression Analysis Method for Model
We assume that sample size is N,and we use Y i (i=1,2,3…N) to represent the Y value of the i-th sample,and use X 1,i ,X 2,i ,X 3,i …X n,i (i=1,2,3…N) to represent the value of each variable in the i-th sample.
According to the assumptions, at every junction we have:
1, , If one car for each.The front is random variation,The method of the mathematical expectation E(H):
E(H)=E(H₀)+E(S)=E(R)+E(M)+E(S) (2.22) Every car is in accordance with the distance from the front of the procession, so every capacity of toll-lane C--E (H) countdown:
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Multi-channel traffic capacity
From the above analysis: In the case of multi-channel, select M/G/K queuing model can well describe the state of the actual operation of toll station, here are the M/G/K formulas for calculating statistical parameters of the model. The average queuing time：
The average length of stay：W=E(S+G)+Wq Average queue length：
Because the service time and leave time both obeys the normal distribution, the establishment of the formula below 
Analogue simulation
In order to verify the feasibility of the model,we adopt a cellular automata based traffic flow microscopic simulation model, using this model to effectively coordinate and control the traffic near the toll plaza. Through this model, we can clearly understand the traffic situation of each toll plaza, so as to take effective measures to ensure the smooth flow of the road. 
Simulation system structure diagram

Methods used in our models
With the standard setting of our model, we are set up the model of toll plaza, the design Advances in Engineering Research, volume 166 guidelines presented in this research include toll plaza approach taper rates, departure taper rates, queue area length, recovery zone length, toll lane widths.And we adopt safety evaluation model of highway toll station for accident prevention.Then we carried out a simulation to verify the feasibility of the model.Finally we analyze the results and improve the model.
Based on the discussion above, we recommend to use one tollbooth per incoming lane when the service rate of toll collection is very high. Otherwise, we suggest to choose the optimal toll method and the situation of the tolling square, depending on the traffic condition.
Future Work
As we all know that a barrier toll is a row of tollbooths placed across the highway, perpendicular to the direction of traffic flow. There are usually more tollbooths than there are incoming lanes of traffic. So when exiting the tollbooths in a barrier toll, vehicles must "fan in" from the larger number of tollbooth egress lanes to the smaller number of regular travel lanes. A toll plaza is the area of the highway needed to facilitate the barrier toll, consisting of the fan-out area before the barrier toll, the toll barrier itself, and the fan-in area after the toll barrier.
If we have the new toll plaza,we will have a higher charging efficiency and a more secure model.We've added side lane to increase safety factor and use Tandem toll station to save time and increase the efficiency of toll charge.We could also increase in the lounge and gas stations on both sides of the road, as well as a variety of consumer entertainment.In this way we not only can play the role of shunt can also increase the overall revenue of the toll plaza.Therefore a new type of toll plaza based on the original has a greater competitive advantage in the market.In the future, I believe the toll plaza will be more competitive.
